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Abstract 
Tkia paper presents a method for the generation of efficient manip•da-
tor dynamic equations in symbolic form. The efficiency is obtained by 
the use of simplification rules during the procena of equation genera· 
tion. These simplifications are based on the strttcfure of manipulator 
dynamics, on simplifications that arise from common manipulator 
geometries, and from other heuristic simplification rules. ThiB algo-
rithm has been implemented in a lisp-based program, EMDEG (Effi-
cient Manipulator Dynamic Equation Generator). The development 
of the algorithm, the derivation o/ eimplification rides, and some im-
plementation aspects are discussed; and an ezample ia presented. 
1. Introduction 
The topic of manipulator dynamics has received considerable at-
tention from the robotics research community. Various formula-
tions, such as Lagrangian [Paul 1981]. recursive Lagrangian jHoller-
bach 1980], recursive Newton.2'.Euler !Luh, Walker, Paul], and Kane's 
method iKane] have been proposed for the formulation of the manip-
ulator dynamics equations. 
One of the primary concerns in manipulator dynamics is computa-
tional efficiency. In the numerical proced11res, efficiency is gained 
by clever reorganization of the computations. However, analyti· 
cal approaches to the generation of manipulator equations can be 
more efficient than numerical approaches for a given manipulator 
[Kane][Renaud], and are often necessary for some problems in ma· 
nipulator analysis, design [Khatib and Burdick], and control. Unfor-
tunately, for typical manipulators the generation of these equations 
by hand is at best a lengthy and tedious process. To overcome this 
problem, several programs [Cesareo][Murray] have been developed to 
generate the equations of motion in symbolic form. Howevu, these 
programs have been based on inefficient Lagrangian formulations, 
and produce expressions which are not as computationally efficient 
as the recursive numerical procedures. 
In this paper, a method for generating manipulator equations of mo-
tion in a symbolic and compact form is developed, and some simplifi-
cation rules based on both the structure of serial chain dynamic equa-
tions and on common manipulator geometries are presented. These 
rules form the basis for a lisp-based program, EMDEG (Efficient Ma-
nipulator Dynamic Equation Generator), to automatically generate 
manipulator dynamic equations. 
2. Geometric/Kinematic Conventions 
Jn the derivation of this method, it is assumed that a manipulator 
consists of a serial chain of N rigid bodies connected by unia:x:ial 
joints: prismatic or revolute. More complex joints can be modeled 
by adding "phantom" bodies which have no mass, inertia, or size. 
The base of the manipulator is fixed in an inertial reference frame, 
and all external forces, except for gravity and actuators effects, are 
neglected. E.g., this model does not deal with forces applied to the 
end-effector. 
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The kinematic convention presenter! here follows the modified Den-
avit-Hartenberg notation and conventions as developed in !Craig]. 
The kinematic relationship between two bodies in a serial chain mech-
anism connected hy uniaxial joints can be described by a set of pa-
rameters {a,d, a, 0}. The definitions of these parameters (see figure 
1) are as follows: 
l. For the i1h link, establish a coordinate system, C1, which is 
represented by the orthogonal unit vectors x 1, y 1, and 11,. A 
coordinate system C; is different from a frame J; in that a 
frame has its origin fixed to some location (such as a point on 
a link), whereas a coordinate system is defined independently 
of location. The unit vectors of 1, and C; are equivalent. 
2. Attach J; to the i1h link such that Zi is aligned with the joint 
axis. 
3. The twist angle, a,_ 1 , is de6ned as the angle between the 
projection of z1 and Zi-J· 
4. The length parameter, a,_, is defined as the mutually orthog-
onal distance between z; and z1 _ 1 • 
5. di is the distance along 111 between the intersections of a 1_ 1 
and a1 with z,. 
6. The angle O; is defined as the angle between the projections of 
a,_ 1 and a; 
Using the above notation, vectors described in C, can be transformed 
to a description in c,_I by the 3 x 3 rotation matrix, i-I R\ and the 
vector from the origin of 1;_ 1 to the origin of J; is denoted by P;: 
(1) 
where cO; denotes the cosine of O;, ca, denotes the cosine of the twist 
angle a;, etc .. 
3. Dynamic Equations 
The following derivations are done in "joint space". That is, the 
generalized coordinates q are the joint angles () for revolute joints, 
or the distance d for prismatic joints, and the generalized speeds are 
the time derivatives of the generalized coordinates. The active forces 
consist solely of actuator torques and forces and gravity. 
In the following derivations, the superscript "*n ( "o") on vectors, 
matrices, and dyads denotes that these quantities are described with 
respect to the center of mass (origin of a frame). For vectors, post 
superscripts index the link number, and leading supe:rscripts indi-
cate that the vector is described in a particular coordinate system 
or frame. For example the velocity vector iV•• is the velocity of the 
center of mass of link i, as described in reference coordinate system 
(or reference frame) Ci (11). 
Again, let jy•• denote the velocity of the center of mass of link i as 
expressed in Cj; and let jwi denote the angular velocity of link i as 
expressed in C1. If we use Kane's concept of partial velocities [Kane], 
then 1v;• and i wi can be expanded in terms of partictl velocities and 
partial angular velocities: 
N 
1v;· = 2: if:.ik N iwi = 2: iw~qk (2) 
k=I k=I 
where ;·v: is termed a "partial velocity", and is the parfrtl deriva-
tive of the velocity of link i with respect to generalized speed qk, as 
expressed in Ci : 
(3) 
.~i ,,...,; . 
For notational simplicity, the dependence of 1V k and 1 tli k on q 1s not 
made explicit. 
The actual expressions for the partial velocities and partial angular 
velocities can be easily derived from the recursive nature of velocities 
in serial chain mechanisms. The partial angular velocity of link i 
with respect to joint j is: 
·;p~ == c~j) == (~z) for joint j = (;:i:~::~J (4) 
Similarly the partial velocity of link i with respect to joint j can be 
derived as: 
. "."'.• (z x iL1~;) • ( revolute ) 1v. == • for J = . . 1 z ~mm~~ (5) 
where iLj,; is the vector from the origin of 71 to the center of mass 
of link i as expressed in C1-. iLj,; can be expressed as: 
i-1 
iLj,; = (L iRkPk+il + iR'r: (6) 
k=j 
where r; is the vector from origin of 7; to the center of gravity of 
link i. It should be noted that because of the serial chain nature of 
manipulators: 
for j > i. (7) 
Let m; and !'01' denote the mass of link i, a.nd inertia dyadic of link 
i as expressed in a coordinate system parallel to 7;, but whose origin 
is located at the center of mass of link i. The kinetic energy of the 
manipulator can be expressed as the sum of the translational and 
rotational kinetic energy for each link: 
T == 
N N 1 ·• ·• . ;•;; . LT; = I::dm;(V' ·V' )+w'-I ·w'] 
i=l i=l 
1 N N N ,...,i• ,....i• . ·•;- . 
22: 2: 2::[m;(V1 ·Vd+lii~-I' ·-w~J4A< 
i=l f:::::I k=l 
(8) 
where M(q) is the kinetic energy, or inertia, matrix of the manip-
ulator. By rearranging the ~mmation above, and using (7), each 
element of M(q) will have the form: 
M;,1 = (9) 
Since M(q) is symmetric, only the upper half of the matrix need be 
computed, and so it will generally be assumed that j ~ i for M;,;. 
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The potential energy of each link will simply be m;gh;, where h; is 
the reference height of each link, which can be computed as z · 0 L~,i" 
The total potential energy of the system will thus be: 
N 
V(q) ~ g L m; {15o · 0 L~,;) (10) 
i=l 
If we form the Lagrangian, L = T - V, the equations of motion can 
be derived by substituting L into the Euler-Lagrange equations: 
(11) 
to create the dynamic equations with the form 
M(q)+c(q,q2 )+b(q,q)+g(q) = F (12) 
where the elements of M(q) are given by (9); c(q, q2 ), b(q, q), and 
g( q) are the vectors of coriolis, centrifugal, and gravity forces; and 
F is the vector of joint actuator torques or forces. The ;th elements 
of c( q, q2 ) and b( q, q) can be expanded as: 
N N-1 N 
c;(q,q2 ) = LCi,J,jliJ; b;(q,q) == L I: b;,j,kiiAk· (13) 
J=I f=I k:f+I 
where Ci,f,i and b;,j,k are the configuration dependent centripetal 
and coriolis parameters. Both c;,J,f and b;,J,k can be expressed in 
terms of the Christoffel symbol, /Jifk' 
b;,j,k = 2/3;jk (14) 
where the Christoffel symbol has the form: 
(15) 
c;,f,f and b;,J,k could be expressed in terms of masses, inertia r!y-
adics, and simple vector operations on partial velocities and partial 
angular velocities. However, as will be shown, the expression of these 
parameters in terms of the Christoffel symbol is more useful for the 
symbolic generation of c;,j,j and b;,j,k, since this form can lead to 
substantial simplifications. 
The contribution of potential energy(IO) in equation (11) will gen-
erate the vector of joint gravity forces, g(q). The i 1" component of 
g( q) can be found as: 
(16) 
4. Simplification Rules 
The simplification of the dynamics equations can be categorized into 
the following basic areas: simplifications based on the underlying 
structure of the equations; simplification based on the regularity of 
common manipulator configurations; simplification based on some 
heuristic rules for simplification of dynamic equations; and general 
simplification procedures that apply to all algebraic systems. In this 
case the term simplification implies the reduction of the amount of 
real time computation required to compute the complete set of config-
uration dependent dynamic parameters, M(q),b(q, q),c(q, q2 ), and 
g(q); and subsequently, to minimize the computation of the inverse 
dynamic problem: the computation of F in equation ( 12) given q,q, 
and q. 
There are two basic ideas behind simplification: 
1. Develop a hierarchy of symbols (a partial ordering) to im-
prove computational efficiencies. Tu essence, factorize the 
equations of motion, using a set of rules to guide the factor-
ization and simplification. 
2. Whenever possible, segregate the computations into con-
figuration dependent and configuration independent por-
tions, since configuration independent parameters can be 
computed once, and then stored as constants. 
A. Simpllftcation of Inertia Terms: General Rules 
The inertia matrix, M(q), can be simplified by ordering the compu-
tations of the elements of M( q) so as to take advantage of as many 
common terms as possible: that is, develop a partial ordering of the 
computations using a recursive or hierarchical factoring scheme. The 
relationship between elements of M(q) can be seen by restructuring 
equation (9) using the relation (axb)-(cxd) = -a·b·d·c, where b 
is a second order tensor such that for any 3 x 1 vector v, b · v = b xv 
[Renaud]. With thill relationship, and (4) and (5), the diagonal and 
off diagonal inertia matrix elements can be computed as: 
{' _..__ - k*ji -mk(iL:.k·'Li,k)+I !·11 ll • lu · 11 for i revolute mk(z · z) =:: x ·JI:;,,,; mk(y · y)) ·x 
x · l;,i • x for i prismatic 
.-- ---- 11•/j' 
-mk(1L7,..1Lj,.J+I ]·z 
· I;,j · z for i & j revolute 
-mk(Fy'i · il{k)J · Z 
· l;,j · z for i prismatic and j revolute 
-mk(iL;,k ·y)] ·x 
· 11,j · ~ for i revolute and j prismatic 
-mkJX; · iy, ·y · X 
(17) 
ix, · I;,f · x for i & j prismatic 
(18) 
where I;,; and I;.j are the extended body inertia dyadics, iz; = iR'z 
is the unit vector z of C; as expressed in Ci, and I'' Ii is the inntia. 
dyad of link k as expressed in Ci. 
Because of the serial nature of manipulators, many recursive relations 
can be derived between the extended body inertia dyadks. The iden-
tity 'L~.k = 'Lf,j + 'L'h for i < j < k, can be used to derive the 
following relations for manipulators with revo:ute joints: 
lf,i = Kj,j {P1+I• iUi+i} + iR!+11i+l.i+li+IRi 
IM= K 1.j - {Pj, U1o}- i~1 ·Pf+ iR/+i1M+ii+1R! 
I,,1 = li,J -
where: 
,,J,. Ii 
Kj,f = i 
.Mi= mk 
k=i 
N 
U; = I: mk1Lj,k 
k""j 
U1c + 1 U1+i 
·Ui 
{19) 
(20) 
and the notation {a, b} is shorthand for a· b + b ·a. Similary, for 
manipulators with both prismatic and revolute joints, the following 
relations can be derived (for joint i prismatic and joints j revolute): 
l,,i =iRi+iI.:.i+1i+iRJ - 19,.tJ;;, 
lJ,i "' IHu _; tJ;;; · Y 
(21) 
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These recursive identities can be used to minimize the amount of 
computation necessary to compute the inertia matrix terms, espe-
cially when the matrix. elements are generated in symbolic form. The 
different recursion relations correspond to n diagonal", "across", and 
"down" recursion in the inertia matrix. The best method of recursion 
will depend on the particular manipulator geometry. 
B. Simplifk.atlon of Inertia Terms: Common Geometries 
The formulation presented above is eflkient for serial chain mecha-
nisms of general geometry. However, almost all industrial manipula-
tors have very regular geomett:les in which successive joints are either 
parallel or orthogonal. In addition, most six degree of freedom ma-
nipulators employ a "wrist" geometry in the last three joints. These 
regular geometries can lead to significant reductions in the complexity 
of the dynamics expressions. However, the factorizations in equations 
(19), (20), and (21) are not necessarily the most efficient for these spe-
cial geometries. When special geometries arise, the dynamic matrix 
elements effected by these geometries are computed using a separate 
set of rules, and the remaining elements are computed using the more 
general algorithms of (19), (20), or (21). 
For example, many manipulators contain two successive par<i.llcl revo-
lute joints. The resulting simplifications can be determined by exam-
ining the partial velocities and partial angular velocities for parallel 
revolute joints. If joints p and p + l are revolute and parallel, then: 
(22) 
and the relationship between partial velocities becomes: 
(23) 
If we substitute (22), (23), and (19) into (17), then Mp,p+l and 
Mp+I,p+i can be related as: 
where: 
P+lzp [Ip+l,P+l - Pp+t 'u-;::;:i1 II 
z · Ip+i.v+1 · z - 11 · P+fP;;+1 · u-;;:;:1 · z 
Af'v+1,p+1 + 1/p+i,p+1 
t/i,j = _jli . Jl.\ . Uj .• 
(24) 
Using a similar derivation, the following other simplification rules for 
parallel joints can be developed: 
.Yp.p = Mp+l,p+l + z. Kp,p . II + 211p+l,p+l 
Mp,p+t + 15 • Kp,p · l! + l1v+1.p+I 
Af;,p = Mi,p+l - Piii · [PUp+l · P-;::;:1 + P~ • Upo) ·II 
,,fp,i = .i\lp+l,i + l1p+i,i 
(25) 
and z · K p,p • 11 is a constant independent of manipulator conligur.ation, 
q. 
C. Simplification of Coriolis and Centripetal Te::-ms: General 
Rules 
The centripetal aud coriolis terms can be simplified by considering 
some of the symmetries inherent in the Christoffel symbols. Because 
of the serial link nature of manipulators: 
= 0 ior k ~ min(i,j) (26) 
Using this rule, a set of simplification rules can be established to 
reduce the number of coriolis and centripetal terms that need to 
be computed, regardless of manipulator geometzy. For centripetal 
terms, the Christoffel symbol reduces to: 
Ci,j,j { 
oM;,1/1Jq1 
= 0 
_!aM· ·/oq· 2 J,J I 
for i < j 
for i = j 
for i > j 
(27) 
Similar rules can be derived for the coriolis terms, b;,3-,k. Using the 
fact that k > j for the coriolis terms, the following general simplifi-
cation rules for the coriolis terms can be derived from (15): 
{
-2 Ck·· ,i,t 
b;,j,k = 0 
-bk,j,i 
if i = j 
if i = k 
if i > k 
(28) 
{29) 
D. Simplification of Coriolis and Centripetal Terms: Common 
Geometries 
Because of equation (15), manipulator geometries which have a big 
impact on the structure of M(q) will have a corresponding impact 
on the structure of the centripetal and coriolis terms. To illustrate 
this point, the simplifications arising from parallel revolute joints are. 
considered. As a representative derivation, b;,p,k and b;,p+l,k (for 
i < p) can be related as follows: 
(30) 
Using equation (25) and Appendix I, oM;,p/oqk can be found as 
(31) 
Similarly, oM;,k/oqp can be found as: 
. +1 - .-.. IJM;,k//Jqp = -(3RP zPz;) · [lf,f - iLf,; · U;] · l'l 
+ iz;. (iaPzPLf,p). Uf. s (32) 
Using the fact that zPRP+i = PRP+li, and the identity (a x b) . 
(c x (d x e)) = -(d x e) · (c x (ax b)), the above equation can be 
rearranged to show that: 
oM;,k oM; k ---:::::- -
-- = --'- + Pz; · (PRkzUk) ·Pp+! · • (33) 
oqp oqp+i 
Thus, for i < p: 
b;,p,k = b;,p+l,k (34) 
It can also be shown that b;,p,k = b;,p+l,k for i > p + 1. Using 
similar derivations, the following additional relationships between the 
centripetal and coriolis matrix elements can be developed (which can 
be used when the simplification in equations (27) and (28) do not 
apply): 
bp,i,p+I = 0 
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Cp,i,i = Cp+l,i,i - lll" (iRJ>ipP+il" u: "ll 
(35) 
It is evident from the large number of relationships above that a 
substantial amount of simplification in the computation of the coriolis 
and centripetal terms can be obtained from special geometries. 
5. EMDEG 
The algorithm for generating manipulator dynamics and simplifica-
tion procedures described above form the basis for a lisp-based pro-
gram, El\.IDEG, that automatically generates the dynamic matrix 
and vector elements M;,1,c;,f,1' b;,f,k' and g; in symbolic form. For 
general geometries, El\.IDEG structures the computations according 
to (19), (20), or (21). However, when certain simplifying geometries 
arise, El\.IDEG will compute as many of the matrix elements as pos-
sible using the special simplification rules. El\.IDEG also includes 
other techniques for simplification including: trigonometric identi-
ties, rule-based hierarchical pattern matchinlt'. and factorization of 
expressions and subexpressions into configuration dependent and in-
dependent terms. The goal of these simplifications is to reduce the 
real time computation of the equations. 
The simplification and pattern matching algorithms are based on 
a canonical sorting rule for dynamic expressions. After the initial 
derivation of M(q) using simplification rules, all matrix elements 
are converted to a sum of products form. Each term (denoted as a 
SOPterm) in the expression (denoted as a SOPlist) can be sorted to 
have the form: 
constant x (inertia term) x (trigonometric terms) 
Further, sorting rules can be used to canonically sort SOPterms in 
a SOP/iat. The canonical arrangement of the dynamic expressions 
vastly simplifies the post-processing algorithm design. 
After simplifying and factoring the inertia matrix terms into config-
uration dependent and independent terms, the centripetal, coriolis, 
and gravity terms are derived, with further simplification. Finally, 
iterative post-processing simplifications are applied to all of the dy-
namic expressions to find further common factors that can be fac-
tored out for further efficiencies. In addition to manipulator dynamic 
equations, El\IDEG also generates the forward kinematic mode!, the 
manipulator jacobian matrix, {tnd if desired, and analytic expression 
for the inverse of the jacobian matrix. 
6. Example: the PUMA 560 Manipulator 
To illustrate the use of this algorithm, the El\.IDEG program was 
applied to a PUMA 560 manipulator. The choice of coordinate frames 
is shown in figure 2, and the relevant kinematic and dynamic data is 
given below. 
( C1 
-81 
fl; [~ -82 ~] ; ORI 81 C1 1a2 0 0 0 -82 -C2 
[ C3 
-s. ~]; [ c~ -84 ~1]; 2a• = ~ C3 •a4 0 0 84 C4 
{ c~ -85 ~]; [~ -as ~1]; *R.5 0 sas 0 
-85 -C5 86 Cs 
Ps = [~]; p6 = rnJ; I'1 = [r~,] ; r2 [T]; 
r3"' [ r~3 ] ; r• = [ ~] ; rs [ r~5 ] ; I'6 [r~J; 
[Im 
Ixy 1 I$zl] [Im fxy2 Im] 11 = I,Y! Ii;v1 Iyz 1 ; 12 lxy2 Iyy2 Iyz 2 ; 
Izzi lyz 1 I,.1 l,,2 Iyz2 Izz2 
[Im 
Ixy
3 Im] [Ir 0 0 ] l3 = Ixy 3 Iyy3 lyz 3 ; I1 Iyy4 . 
lx.3 Iyz3 I,,, 0 fxz4 ' 
[Im 0 0 ] [If 0 0 ] I~= 0 Ins . 16 Ixx6 . 
0 0 lzzs 
1 
0 Izzo ' 
The matrix and vector elements of the dynamic equations are given 
in Appendix IL The computat1on of the elements of M(q), c(q, q2 ), 
b(q, q), and g(q} r<>quire 291 multiplications and 131 additions (sub-
tractions are counted the same as an additions). Using these results, 
the computation of the inverse dynamic problem requires an addi-
tional 110 multiplica.tions and 123 additions, which results in a to-
tal computational burden of 401 multiplications and 254 additions, 
which is significantly less than the computational load of 852 multi-
plications and 738 additions as reported in in iHollerbachj. E!'v.IDEG 
required approximately 10 minutes of CPU time on a VAX 11/780 
to derive this solution. 
Conclusion 
The generation of manipulator dynamk equations in symbolic form 
is often necessary for many problems in manipulator design and con-
trol. This method of gent-rating and simplifying the equations of 
motion, and the program E~IDEG, which embodies further simpli-
fication procedures, bas proven to be a useful tool for the symbolic 
generation of manipulator equations in a very efficient form. 
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Appendix I: Some Useful Derivatives 
The following derivations a.:re for revolute jointed manipulators. Anal-
ogous expressions for manipulators with mixtures of prismatic and 
revolute joints can be derived. 
1. Derivatives of' Rotation matrices 
The derivative of a general rotation matri.x, 'Rf, with respect to 
joint p can be found by first considering the derivative of p-t RP with 
respect to joint p: 
(A-1) 
where .ii is a 3 x 3 matrix such that for any 3 x 1 vector v, .iiv = 11 xv. 
Hence, the more general rotation matrix derivative is : 
&(iRp-lp-lRPPRi) . o(P-lRP) 
......C.------- = 'RP-1 PR] 
aqp aqp 
iRp-1 p-lRP z PRi ='RP ii PRi 
for i < p::::; j, else a•w /&qp = 0. 
2. Derivative of 'L~,k: 
(A 2) 
Starting from equatiou (6), and using the identity, o1Rm /lJqp 
form<p: 
0 
m=p 
j-l 
L: 
(A 3) 
3. Derivative of U1: 
(A-4) 
Appendix II: Dynamic Equations for the PUMA 660 
In the following equatiollS, 11;, c; denotes sin(IJ;),cas(IJ;). The 
inertia matrix elements are: 
Mu= Ku - K111T1+2lxyzT3 + 2VsTs - V•T• + VaT2 1 
+ 2V1T22 + K112T10 - K11102Tu - KiuuTu 
A/12 = Af13 - K111ss2T13 + K1218z - lyz2c2 
1\113 = +V9c23T13 Vis2sT9 - Viosnss + Kuuc23C5 + K1231123 
- K12.scn 
Afu = ViiT11 V4Tu - K1113C23Tu + Mucn 
Af1s = -V4T15 + K11uc2sT16 - K1113823s5 + V3T1s 
Mrn = Izz6Cncs lzz6823Tu 
Mz2 = Kz2 + Mz3 + q 
Af23 = M3s +rt 
A!H = A!H + K111sssTu 
ltf2s = Af3, - K1115 ssTH K11nc3ss 
M26 = Af36 
MM = K3s + ViT1 K11102Tu - K11162Cs 
M,. = -V2s1 
i\Iss = -Ku1oss + V3C4 
,\{36 = l,,6TH 
li!H = KH + K112T10 
i'ii1s = 0 lift6 l,,6cs 
M55 = Kss Msv 0 
The non-zero centripetal terms are: 
c122 = cn3 + lyz2B2 + K121c2 - K111sc2Tu 
c133 = -V9823T13 + K12s823 -V.c23T9 + K123c23 -Y10T20 
- Ku1sT19 
cut = -K!l2T1sT12 +Vu+ VuT20 
cus = +Vi1T20 +Viz - K1113T19 
C211 = csu + K111T3 + I2y2(T1 -T2) K11uB2C23Tu + V1Tu 
+ K11uT21 
c233 = Vsc3 - V783 
c2u = -V2c4 + K1115BsTu 
C255 = C355 + K1115a3Tu - Ku15C3C5 
C311 = V;(T4 T.1) + VoT6 + V7Tz1 - VaT22 
C322 := -Cn3 
CHt := \,'gTH 
c35; = -Ku10cs + K11u;T14 
co1 == V2T6s4 K111sTnT,. - V11s5 + il13T484 
C422 = C433 - K1115C5T13 
C433 = -V1384 
c5 n := +(-K111585 Ku2T1T12 + Ku22T12 K1110T16)T< 
- DVssT6 - K112T12 + K111sT22T1e KuuT21ss + Viocs 
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cs22 = c533 + K111scsTl6 - K111ss3ss 
CMs =Vue;+ K1uoT16 
C5H = -K112T12 
The non-zero coriolis parameters are: 
b112 = -2c211 b113 = -2c311 but = -2cu1 
bus = -2csu b123 = 2c133 b12; = b13t 
b12s = b13s b126 = b1M b13; = D1H + D10 
b13s = D135 + Dt1J3 bu6 = -b316 
bus =Dus+ D1s4 bu6 = I,.5823T13 
b1s6 = -bs16 b2u =bu; - K111s2112Tu 
bzis = b315 - Ku1s2s2T1s bz15 = b5rn b22s = -2c322 
~24 -2C4z2 b22s = -2cs22 b234 = bsH 
b2ss = bs3s K u1s2c3TIS + K111s2s3s5 
bz;s = bHs + K111s2ssT1s bii46 = b34e 
b2s6 b3s6 b51z == -b213 b3u Dis• Du3 
bHs Dias - D1s3 b316 = I,,6T19 + J,,6c23Tu 
b3z4 b3H bsz.s = bs3s b8H "" -2c433 
bsss -2c533 b345 = D345 -t D354 /J345 = -b4se 
0356 -bsM buz = -bzu bos -b314 
D1.s. bHe = -lu6823Tu 
btzs = b;s.s b;z;; bt36 
bus -2csu b,56 = -bH6 bs12 -bz1s 
bsu -b31s bsu = -b11s 
bs1e lu6Tzo + I.,esnT16 bszs = -bsn 
bsH -b42s bsze = b5"6 bsst -b4ss 
bsJ6 -lzz6T15 bs16 = lzz685 0612 = -bzl6 
be18 -b316 b6u = -b116 b615 "'-bsl6 
b628 -bs26 
b6J4 -btJ6 
b624 = -b126 
bus= -bss• 
b6z5 = -bs26 
b645 = -b545 
The elements of the gravity vector are 
g1 0 
gz = Yz11c2 +Us 
03 = {}311 Sz3 + (ls12Cz3 + gs13Cz3T14 + OsisT19 
04 = -g3HS23T1s 
gs= g;usz3T1s +g3uc2ss5 
06 = 0 
The following terms are configuration dependent, and must be 
computed in real time: 
Ti = SzS2 
Ts = c23c23 
T9 84C4 
Tu= Btss 
T11 = Sz3C4 
Tzo = Cz385 
T2 = c2c2 
T6 ::= 823C23 
T10 = asss 
Tu= C4ll5 
Trn == Bz38• 
T21 ::: C2B2~ 
Tl Vas~+ V7c3 
T5 szCz T4 = Sz3Bz3 
T1 = s;s4 Ts = c4c4 
Tu C?sCs T12 = ascs 
Trn = s23c5 
Tzz c2c23 
Vi K119 - K112T10 1'2 ""K112T12 - Kul6a,~ 
V, = Mss - K1116es V; Ku1ocz• + K1115Cz 
Vi V2ct + K11s - K1110cs 
V~ K1122T10 + K11rn2cs - KH2T1T10 - K1u 
K1uo2Tu + K119T1 
V1 = Kntt - K11uTH Va K11-r - K111scs 
V9 = K1116 -K112C5 V10 = K1110•• + K1113C4 
Vu = K1110•• - K111sc1 V12 = (K1116•2s + K111sc2)T1s 
Vis = V1c4 + K111os.5 V14 = Ku2T1c5 - K1116 
DV2s = K112(T11 - T10) - K1116cs DVss = DV25c4 + K111o•s 
D1H = +V9c23T14 - VisnTs + V1snT1 
Diss= Vsc2sT1s - VioT19 - K111sT20 
D14s = V2c2sc4 + K111o•nXu + K111ss2sT1s - M44sn 
D14s = DV2sT11 - K111oc4T10 - K111sc2sT1s 
Diss= -K111s•nT16 - K111sT20 + Vsc23 s• 
Dis< = -V,T16 - K111scnT1s + VsT11 Ds45 = -DV25s;, 
Ds54 = -V3s4 
These terms are configuration independent and can he c< mputed 
1,nce, and then stored as constants: 
K 111 = -1.,2 + lyy2 + m 2rnrx 2 + msa2a2 + m4a2a2 
+ m5a2a 2 + m6a2a2 
K 112 = m 5ry 5ry 5 + lxx 6 - lzz6 + m6r,5r,5 
Ku3 = 1., 3 - lyy 3 + msry3 ry 3 +I,., - lzz• 
+ m 4d,d4 - m4a3a3 + m 5 d4d, - msasas + msry5ry5. 
+ I,, 6 - Izz 6 + m5d4d4 - m6asas + m6rz5Tz6 
K 115 = l,y 3 + m 4a3d4 + m5a3d4 + m6asd• 
K 111 = -m3a 2ry 3 + m,a2 d, + msa2d; + m6aid• 
K 119 =I,,, - lyy 4 +1,,5 - l.,5 
K1110 = msasry 5 - m6asrz6 
K 1111 = m4a2a 3 + m5a2~ + m 6 a2as 
K 1113 = m5 dzry 5 + msdsry 5 - m5d2rz6 - m5d3r,5 
K1 115 = m5a2ry 5 - m5a2r,6 
K11 16 = msd;ry 5 - m6d<rz6 
K 121 = -I,.2 + m2d2rx2 + msa2d2 + msa2ds + m,a2d2 
+ m4a2d3 + m5a2d2 + msazds + mila2d2 + m5azds 
K1 2s = -J,.3 + m 4asdz + m,asds + msasd2 + msasds 
+ m6asd2 + m6asds 
K 12s = Iyzs - msd2ry 3 - msdsry8 + m4dzd4 + m4dsd• 
+ m 5d2d4 + m5dsd4 + m 6 d2d• + m5dsd4 
Ku1 =I,,.+ lxxs + Izzs 
K1s1 = lzz5 + m5ry5Ty5 + I,,6 + ffl5Tz5Tz6 
K 1122 = 2K112 K11102 = 2K1110 K11162 = 2K1116 
K111s2 = 2K111s 
11211 = m 2rx 2 + m3a2 + m5a2 + m5a2 + m4a2 
g811 = m3ry3 + m 4d4 + m 5 d, + m 6 d; 
1Js12 = m4a3 +ms as+ m5a3 
1Js1s = m5rz6 - m5ry 5 
f/s11 = m6rz6 + m5ry5 
K11 = msasas + msdsds + 2m5d2ds + m5d2 d2+1., 5 + m 0 a.2a2 
+ msa2a2 + m5d2d2 + 2msd2ds + lz,. + m5dsds + m5a3a3 
+ m,asas + m4dsds + 2m•d2ds + m,d2d2 + m4a2a2 + lyy 8 
+ msdsds + 2msdzds + msd2d2 + msa2a2 + lyyz + m2d2dz 
+ lzz6 + m2rx2rx2 + m1ry1 ryl +Izzi 
K22 = m 6 a 2a2 + m6d4d4 + lzz5 + m6a3a3 + m 5 ry 5 ry 5 
+ m5a3a3 + m5rz6 rz 6 + msd4d4 + m5a2a2 + I,, 6 
+ lyy 4 + m4d4d4 + m4a3a3 + m 4a 2a 2 + m 8 ry 3 ry 3 
+ msa2a2 + lzzs + m2rx2rxz + lzz2 
Kn = 1,, 5 + m6asa3 + m 6 d4 d4 + m 5ry 5 ry 5 + m 5 d4d4 
+ msasas + m6rz 6 r,6 + I,.6 + lyy 4 + m,d.d, 
+ m4a3a3 + m 3 ry 3 ry 3 + lzz 3 
N.\S 
A'J.IS i-1 
Figure 1. Kinematic Description of a Link [Craig] 
Z46 
ZS Y46 
Figure 2. PUMA 560 Manipulator 
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